


Upgrade Android Studio to 2.1 
https://developer.android.com/studio/index.html 

Update the FTC APP to 2.1 (16.09.03) 
https://github.com/ftctechnh/ftc_app/tree/beta 

You will have update your Build Tools to 23.0.3 in 
Android Studio 

https://developer.android.com/studio/index.html
https://developer.android.com/studio/index.html
https://github.com/ftctechnh/ftc_app/tree/beta
https://github.com/ftctechnh/ftc_app/tree/beta


Changes since last years State Championships 

Channel change is enabled in the FTC Robot Controller app for Moto G 2nd and 3rd 
Gen phones. 

Users can now use annotations to register/disable their Op Modes. 

Changes in the Android SDK, JDK and build tool requirements (minsdk=19, java 1.7, 
build tools 23.0.3). 

Standardized units in analog input. 

Cleaned up code for existing analog sensor classes. 

setChannelMode and getChannelMode were REMOVED from the DcMotorController 
class. This is important - we no longer set the motor modes through the motor 
controller. 

setMode and getMode were added to the DcMotor class. 

ContinuousRotationServo class has been added to the FTC SDK. 

Range.clip() method has been overloaded so it can support this operation for int, 
short and byte integers. 

Some changes have been made (new methods added) on how a user can access 
items from the hardware map. 



Users can now set the zero power behavior for a DC motor so that the motor will 
brake or float when power is zero. 

Prototype Blockly Programming Mode has been added to FTC Robot Controller. 
Users can place the Robot Controller into this mode, and then use a device (such as 
a laptop) that has a Javascript enabled browser to write Blockly-based Op Modes 
directly onto the Robot Controller. 

Users can now configure the robot remotely through the FTC Driver Station app. 

Android Studio project supports Android Studio 2.1.x and compile SDK Version 23 
(Marshmallow). 

Vuforia Computer Vision SDK integrated into FTC SDK. Users can use sample vision 
targets to get localization information on a standard FTC field. 

Project structure has been reorganized so that there is now a TeamCode package 
that users can use to place their local/custom Op Modes into this package. 

Inspection function has been integrated into the FTC Robot Controller and Driver 
Station Apps (Thanks Team HazMat… 9277 & 10650!). 

Audio cues have been incorporated into FTC SDK. 



Swap mechanism added to FTC Robot Controller configuration activity. For example, 
if you have two motor controllers on a robot, and you misidentified them in your 
configuration file, you can use the Swap button to swap the devices within the 
configuration file (so you do not have to manually re-enter in the configuration info 
for the two devices). 

Fix mechanism added to all user to replace an electronic module easily. For 
example, suppose a servo controller dies on your robot. You replace the broken 
module with a new module, which has a different serial number from the original 
servo controller. You can use the Fix button to automatically reconfigure your 
configuration file to use the serial number of the new module. 

Improvements made to fix resiliency and responsiveness of the system. 

For LinearOpMode the user now must for a telemetry.update() to update the 
telemetry data on the driver station. This update() mechanism ensures that the 
driver station gets the updated data properly and at the same time. 

The Auto Configure function of the Robot Controller is now template based. If there is 
a commonly used robot configuration, a template can be created so that the Auto 
Configure mechanism can be used to quickly configure a robot of this type. 

The logic to detect a runaway op mode (both in the LinearOpMode and OpMode 
types) and to abort the run, then auto recover has been improved/implemented. 



Fix has been incorporated so that Logitech F310 gamepad mappings will be correct 
for Marshmallow users. 

Changes made to make the FTC SDK synchronous (significant change!) 
waitOneFullHardwareCycle() and waitForNextHardwareCycle() are no longer needed 
and have been deprecated. 

runOpMode() (for a LinearOpMode) is now decoupled from the system's hardware 
read/write thread. 

loop() (for an OpMode) is now decoupled from the system's hardware read/write 
thread. 

Methods are synchronous. 

For example, if you call setMode(DcMotorController.RunMode.RESET_ENCODERS) for a 
motor, the encoder is guaranteed to be reset when the method call is complete. 

For legacy module (NXT compatible), user no longer has to toggle between read and 
write modes when reading from or writing to a legacy device. 

Changes made to enhance reliability/robustness during ESD event. 

Changes made to make code thread safe. 

Debug keystore added so that user-generated robot controller APKs will all use the 
same signed key (to avoid conflicts if a team has multiple developer laptops for 
example). 

Firmware version information for Modern Robotics modules are now logged. 

Changes made to improve USB comm reliability and robustness. 



Added support for voltage indicator for legacy (NXT-compatible) motor controllers. 

Changes made to provide auto stop capabilities for op modes. 
A LinearOpMode class will stop when the statements in runOpMode() are complete. User 
does not have to push the stop button on the driver station. 

If an op mode is stopped by the driver station, but there is a run away/uninterruptible 
thread persisting, the app will log an error message then force itself to crash to stop the 
runaway thread. 

Driver Station UI modified to display lowest measured voltage below current voltage 
(12V battery). 

Driver Station UI modified to have color background for current voltage (green=good, 
yellow=caution, red=danger, extremely low voltage). 

javadoc improved (edits and additional classes). 

Added app build time to About activity for driver station and robot controller apps. 

Display local IP addresses on Driver Station About activity. 

Added I2cDeviceSynchImpl. 

Added I2cDeviceSync interface. 

Added seconds() and milliseconds() to ElapsedTime for clarity. 

Added getCallbackCount() to I2cDevice. 



Added missing clearI2cPortActionFlag. 

Added code to create log messages while waiting for LinearOpMode shutdown. 

Fix so Wifi Direct Config activity will no longer launch multiple times. 

Added the ability to specify an alternate i2c address in software for the Modern 
Robotics gyro. 

Improved battery checker feature so that voltage values get refreshed regularly (every 
250 msec) on Driver Station (DS) user interface. 

Improved software so that Robot Controller (RC) is much more resilient and “self-
healing” to USB disconnects: 

If user attempts to start/restart RC with one or more module missing, it will display a 
warning but still start up. 

When running an op mode, if one or more modules gets disconnected, the RC & DS will 
display warnings,and robot will keep on working in spite of the missing module(s). 

If a disconnected module gets physically reconnected the RC will auto detect the module 
and the user will regain control of the recently connected module. 

Warning messages are more helpful (identifies the type of module that’s missing plus its 
USB serial number). 

Code changes to fix the null gamepad reference when users try to reference the 
gamepads in the init() portion of their op mode. 



NXT light sensor output is now properly scaled. Note that teams might have to 
readjust their light threshold values in their op modes. 

On DS user interface, gamepad icon for a driver will disappear if the matching 
gamepad is disconnected or if that gamepad gets designated as a different driver. 

Robot Protocol (ROBOCOL) version number info is displayed in About screen on RC 
and DS apps. 

Incorporated a display filter on pairing screen to filter out devices that don’t use the 
“-“ format. This filter can be turned off to show all WiFi Direct devices. 

Updated text in License file. 

Fixed formatting error in OpticalDistanceSensor.toString(). 

Fixed issue on with a blank (“”) device name that would disrupt WiFi Direct Pairing. 

Made a change so that the WiFi info and battery info can be displayed more quickly 
on the DS upon connecting to RC. 

Improved javadoc generation. 

Modified code to make it easier to support language localization in the future. 

 

 



“Normal” or “Regular” opMode is now referred 
to as “Iterative” opMode 

Linear opMode is still Linear opMode 

Calls to controllers are now “Synchronous” 
Calls do not return until the action is completed 

No longer have check if encoders are 0. Call to reset 
encoders will not return until they are 0. 



Your code no longer goes in the 
FtcRobotController directory 

This should make updating easier as your code will 
be in the TeamCode directory which separate from 
FtcRobotController 

You will start with a clean slate – no sample 
OpModes will be in the TeamCode 

The best way to start is to copy an OpMode from 
FtcRobotController->java-
>org.firstinspires.ftc.robotcontroller-
>external.samples 



The Samples have the following “types” 
Template - This is a minimally functional OpMode used to illustrate the 
skeleton/structure of a particular style of OpMode.  These are bare bones 
examples. 

Sensor - This is a Sample OpMode that shows how to use a specific sensor. It is 
not intended to drive a functioning robot, it is simply showing the minimal code 
required to read and display the sensor values. 

Hardware - This is not an actual OpMode, but a helper class that is used to 
describe one particular robot's hardware configuration:   eg: For the K9 or 
Pushbot. Look at any Pushbot sample to see how this can be used in an 
OpMode. Teams can copy one of these to create their own robot definition. 

Pushbot - This is a Sample OpMode that uses the Pushbot robot hardware as a 
base. It may be used to provide some standard baseline Pushbot opmodes, or to 
demonstrate how a particular sensor or concept can be used directly on the 
Pushbot chassis. 

Concept - This is a sample OpMode that illustrates performing a specific 
function or concept. These may be complex, but their operation should be 
explained clearly in the comments, or the comments should reference an 
external doc, guide or tutorial. Each OpMode should try to only demonstrate a 
single concept so they are easy to locate based on their name. 

 



Annotations to register 
OpModes 

@Autonomous(name = "Concept: NullOp", group = "Concept") 
public class ConceptNullOp extends OpMode { 

@TeleOp(name="Pushbot: Teleop Tank", group="Pushbot") 
public class PushbotTeleopTank_Iterative extends OpMode{ 

@Autonomous(name = "Concept: Telemetry", group = 
"Concept") 
@Disabled 
public class ConceptTelemetry extends LinearOpMode 

 

 

Autonomous Menu 

TeleOp Menu 



Linear OpMode needs to call telemetry.Update() 
to ensure telemetry data on Driver Station is 
updated 



Vuforia 
Uses the phone's camera to inspect it's surroundings, and 
attempt to locate target images. When images are located, 
Vuforia is able to determine the position and orientation of 
the image relative to the camera. 

Location 

https://developer.vuforia.com/target-manager 

Target – Located on the field 



Vuforia Example 

Game Setup: 
Autonomous – Knock Barry the Astronaut over for 
500 points! 

Game Element – Jedi Obi Hans Wolfe 



Robot planned path to 
Knock down Astronaut Barry 

Game Element on the wall 
Of the field 





Field Width – 3606.8 mm (11’ 10”) 

Height = 313 mm – 13 mm (tile thickness) = 300mm 

Red Target Location (-3606.8/2,0,300) 

Blue Target Location (0,3606.8/2,300) 

Axis orientation is determined by the RED Alliance position 
X parallel to RED going Right. Y Perpendicular to RED going out 

Blue Target Red Target 

Origin 



Rotations – Positive is CCW when looking “down” the axis 

Right Hand Rule 

Blue Target Red Target 

Origin 

X 

Y 



Target (photo) is initially lying at the origin, facing up. 

For a target on the red beacon 
Rotate in X 90 degrees 

Rotate in Z 90 degrees 

Translate in X -1803.4 mm,  up in Z 150 mm 

Blue Target Red Target 

Origin 

 OpenGLMatrix redTargetLocationOnField = OpenGLMatrix 
                /* Then we translate the target off to the RED WALL. Our translation here 
                is a negative translation in X.*/ 
                .translation(-mmFTCFieldWidth/2, 0, 150) 
                .multiplied(Orientation.getRotationMatrix( 
                        /* First, in the fixed (field) coordinate system, we rotate 90deg in X, then 90 in Z */ 
                        AxesReference.EXTRINSIC, AxesOrder.XZX, 
                        AngleUnit.DEGREES, 90, 90, 0)); 



Target (photo) is initially lying at the origin, facing up. 

For a target on the blue beacon 
Rotate in X 90 degrees 

Translate in X -1803.4 mm,  up in Z 150 mm 

Blue Target Red Target 

Origin 

 OpenGLMatrix blueTargetLocationOnField = OpenGLMatrix 
                /* Then we translate the target off to the RED WALL. Our translation here 
                is a negative translation in X.*/ 
                .translation(0, mmFTCFieldWidth/2, 150) 
                .multiplied(Orientation.getRotationMatrix( 
                        /* First, in the fixed (field) coordinate system, we rotate 90deg in X, then 90 in Z */ 
                        AxesReference.EXTRINSIC, AxesOrder.XZX, 
                        AngleUnit.DEGREES, 90, 0, 0)); 



Top is Y, Right is X, out of front is Z 
If using back lens, landscape, and on right side of 
robot 

Rotate in Y, -90 degrees so back is facing right 

Translate in X width of robot (228.6 mm) 

Translate up in Z 100 mm 

X 

Y 

 OpenGLMatrix phoneLocationOnRobot = OpenGLMatrix 
                /* Landscape mode, camera ride side – back out */ 
.translation(mmRobotWidth/2, 0, 100) 
                .multiplied(Orientation.getRotationMatrix( 
AxesReference.EXTRINSIC, AxesOrder.YZY, 
                        AngleUnit.DEGREES, -90, 0, 0)); 



Photos used should be “ranked” by the target manager as 4 
stars or greater. 

2000 pixels or more in at least one dimension 

But… must be less 2 Megabytes 

One star can work but usually longer to detect or may not be as 
“unique” if more than one target (photo) 

Can be pictures of field elements 
Affects of lighting/background is unknown 

Probably want to cut out background prior to upload 

Do not know if it can recognize the difference between a Red Beacon or 
a Blue Beacon 

Looks like the robot has to be sitting still to recognize a target 

Can’t access photos from Camera for your own processing 



Name 
Title 
Company Name 



Install the Java Developers Kit (JDK) from Oracle 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/d
ownloads/index.html 

The JDK will install the Java Runtime 
Environment (JRE) and the tools necessary to 
make Java programs. 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html


Android Studio is an Integrated Developers 
Environment (IDE). This is where can write your 
software and update the phones with your 
application. 

https://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html 

https://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html
https://developer.android.com/sdk/index.html


Start Android Studio 
It should automatically download latest SDK. Once 
done, go to configure->SDK Manager. Confirm that 
you have Android SDK Tools 24.0.2 (or greater), 
Android SDK Platform Tools 21 (or greater), and 
Android SDK Build-tools 21.1.2 (or greater). As of 
Sep 10, 2015, The versions are 24.3.4, 23.0.1, and 
23.0.1. 

The SDK Platform and Google API's (underneath 
Android 5.0.1) should be installed. If not, install it. 
Android 6.0 (API 23) is currently available. 

In the Extras, install the Google USB Driver. 



I ran into some issues trying to build Robot 
Controller App. So older files need to be 
installed. 

Tools->Android->SDK Manager 
Click on Show Package Details 



Scroll down to Android 4.4 (KitKat) and install 
the packages below. 



Then on the SDK Tool Tab, click on Show 
Package Details and install Android SDK Build-
tools 21.1.2  



Start a new Android Studio Project 
Call it My Application 

Pick the API 15 (4.0.3) – Should be the default 

Pick blank activity 

Keep the default MainActivity 

Finish 

It will start the build of your application 

If Windows Firewall comes up, then set the 
settings to allow access. 



Remove the SIM card for the competition 
phones. 

Set the phone in airplane mode but enable the 
WIFI. 

Enable the Developers Option and USB 
Debugging 

To enable Developers Option click on the Build 
Number or Software Version 7 times 

In Developers Option – Enable USB Debugging 

The USB Driver can be installed via the phone 

Set the Charge Only in the Connect to PC 
Options 



In the WIFI Settings, click on the 3 dots at the 
bottom right and go into WIFI Direct. 

Rename your device based on the Rules <RS02> 
409-DS 

409-RC 

Run the App from the Android Studio 

After a delay Android Studio should confirm 
that you want to run it on the phone. 



One phone is the Driver Station and the other 
phone is the Robot Controller. 

The Driver Station is near the drivers and 
connected to the gamepads. 

The Robot Controller is on the robot. 

On the Driver Station phone, and only the 
Driver Station phone, install the FTC Driver 
Station app from the Google Play Store 

On the Robot Controller phone, and only the 
Robot Controller phone, install the FTC Robot 
Controller app from the Google Play Store. 



The FTC Apps control the setting of the WIFI 
Direct. The Robot Controller will configure the 
device to operate as a WIFI Direct Group Owner. 

Connect the phone, Core Power Distribution 
Module, and a Core Motor Controller 

Or use a Legacy Module and connect the Legacy 
Motor Controller 

Connect 12 Volt Battery and power up. 

The phone will prompt to launch the Robot 
Controller App. Check to do this by default. 



Create a configuration file. 
WARNING! The configuration file is specific to 
phone and modules. If you replace a module, even 
with the same type, you have to create a new 
configuration. 

When the configuration file is setup then the 
main screen should show Wifi Direct Enabled 
and Robot Status as Running 



Pair the Driver Station with the Robot Controller 

Accept the Request on the Robot Controller 
Phone 

Plug the Joysticks into the Driver Station Phone 
To Configure Joystick, hold the start button and the 
A button for Joystick 1 (hold for a couple seconds 
until it is highlighted in green at the top of the 
display 

For Joystick 2 it is start button and B button. 



Download the QualComm SDK 
https://github.com/ftctechnh/ftc_app 

 

https://github.com/ftctechnh/ftc_app
https://github.com/ftctechnh/ftc_app


Extract the ZIP file to a location on your 
computer. 

If you have a project open in Android Studio, 
close it. 

Select Import Project (Eclipse ADT, Gradle, etc) 
from the Quick Start Menu. 

Browse to the ftc_app-master directory and 
select ok. 



Connect the phone to computer 

Set the phone to be charge only when connect 
to computer 

Enable USB Debugging 

Run FtcRobotController from Android Studio 

Have it install on the phone and it should run 



Disconnect the phone and connect it to the 
Core Power Distribution Module 

Connect a Motor Controller 

Turn on the Power Distribution Controller 

If you get a popup on the phone about Open 
FTC Robot Controller when this USB device is 
connected 

Check to use be default 

Push OK 



Opmodes are located in FtcRobotController-
>java->com.qualcomm.ftcrobotcontroller-
>opmodes 

 



Connect the phone to your USB port. 

Find where your SDK is located and change 
directory to platform-tools 

It is usually in (For Windows) 
C:\Users\You\AppData\Local\Android\sdk\platform-tools 



On a command window (shell) and change 
director (cd) to the path where adb is located 

cd C:\Users\bk\AppData\Local\Android\sdk\platform-tools 

Type the command 
adb devices 

A device should be listed, if not, it is either not 
connected or USB debugging is not enabled. 



Set the device to listen to TCP/IP connections 
adb tcpip 5555 

It should say: restarting in TCP mode port: 5555 

In order to connect, the IP address of the device 
is needed. You can look on the device in WiFi 
settings or execute the following command 

adb shell ip –f inet addr show wlan0 



Unplug and connect via TCP/IP 
adb connect theIpAddress:5555 

It will show: connected to X.X.X.X:5555 

The default port is 5555 but you can use any port > 
1024 unless it is unfortunately used by another app 
that is running on the phone. 

It is recommended to use a different port (pick 
something bigger than 5555). This can allow for 
multiple phones on the same network and also a little 
less likely someone else will connect to your phone. 

Create a couple batch files to execute your commands 
so you don’t forget them. 



First step to using the camera is to give the FTC 
Robot Controller Application permission to use 
the camera. 

This is done in the Android Manifest file located 
in the manifest directory 

Add the following statements into the manifest 
file after the uses-permission 

<uses-permission 
  android:name="android.permission.CAMERA" /> 

<uses-feature 
  android:name="android.hardware.camera" /> 

<uses-feature 
  android:name="android.hardware.camera.front" /> 



The camera needs to show the preview to the 
screen.  

Android uses “Activities” for its GUI. Modify the 
FTC Robot Controller Activity XML file. This is 
located in the res->layout folder 
(activity_ftc_controller.xml) 

When you click this file, it will “render” the FTC 
Robot Controller App. In reality, it is XML file 
that describes it. 

There are two tabs (Design and Text) located 
below the phone. Click on Text. 



Right before the end tag for last Relative Layout 
(</RelativeLayout>) add the following 

<FrameLayout 
  android:layout_width=“100dp” 
  android:layout_height=“125dp” 
  android:layout_below=“@+id/textErrorMesage” 
  android:layout_centerHorizontal=“true” 
  android:id=“@+id/previewLayout”> 
</FrameLayout> 



The FtcRobotControllerActivity located in 
com.qualcomm.ftcrobotcontroller  

This Java file controls the interaction with the 
Phone Display 

Add the following imports: 
import android.hardware.Camera; 
import android.widget.FrameLayout; 
 

 



Add to the variable section 
public Camera camera; 

Add openFrontFacingCamera into the class 
private Camera openFrontFacingCamera() { 
   int cameraId = -1; 
   Camera cam = null; 
   int numberOfCameras = Camera.getNumberOfCameras(); 
   for (int i = 0; i < numberOfCameras; i++) { 
      Camera.CameraInfo info = new Camera.CameraInfo(); 
      Camera.getCameraInfo(i, info); 
      if (info.facing == Camera.CameraInfo.CAMERA_FACING_FRONT) { 
         cameraId = i; 
         break;  
      } 
   }  
   try {  
      cam = Camera.open(cameraId);  
   } catch (Exception e) {  
   }  
   return cam;  
} 



Add initPreview into the class 
public void initPreview(final Camera camera, final CameraOp context, final 
Camera.PreviewCallback previewCallback) {  
   runOnUiThread(new Runnable() { 
      @Override public void run() {  
         context.preview = new CameraPreview(FtcRobotControllerActivity.this,  
                                                                                  camera, previewCallback);  
         FrameLayout previewLayout = (FrameLayout) findViewById(R.id.previewLayout); 
         previewLayout.addView(context.preview);  
      }  
   });  
} 

 

 



The Bosch IMU start up time is 400 milliseconds 
from OFF to Configuration mode and 650 
milliseconds from OFF to Normal Mode 

The IMU will have power for many seconds 
prior to starting your program. Therefore, an 
initial delay is not needed. 

Switching from Configuration Mode to any 
mode is 7 milliseconds. 

Switching from Any Mode to Configuration 
mode is 19 milliseconds 



The default mode after start up is the 
Configuration Mode 

It can also be set to configuration mode by 
writing 

The Bosch BN055 IMU has two sets of registers 
Page 1 – Sensor Specific Configuration Data 

Page 0 – All other configuration parameters and 
output data 

Page 0 is the power on selected page 

The Page ID register is Address 0x07 



When the BoschImu Java Class is created it will 
immediately select PAGE 0 of the register set. 

This is done writing a 0 to address 0x07. 

After setting to PAGE 0, the Chip ID is read to 
verify that we are talking to the Bosch BN055. 
The Chip ID is address 0 and should return 0xA0. 

There three other ID’s 

Accelerometer – Address 0x01 – Value 0xFB 

Magnetometer – Address 0x02 – Value 0x32 

Gyro – Address 0x03 – Value 0x0F 



After verifying it is the right chip, we will 
perform power self tests. 



After verifying the Chip ID, the next step is to 
configure the sensor to operate in Normal 
Power Mode and provide the angles in Degrees 



INIT Set Page ID to Page 0 

CHECK_ID Read 4 Bytes at Chip ID 

ID_VERIFY Keep checking until ID found 

RESET Write 0xE0 to SYS_TRIGGER – Delay 0.650 Seconds 

RESET_VERIFY Read 4 Bytes at Chip ID 

RESET_VERIFY2 Keep checking until ID found 

READ_STATUS Read 10 Bytes starting at CALIB_STAT 

READ_STATUS2 Wait until DATA_SELECT is 0xFF 



WAIT_FOR_SELF_TEST Wait until SELFTEST_RESULT = 0xF 

SET_POWER_MODE Write 0x0 to PWR_MODE 

IMU_SET_UNITS Write units data to UNIT_SEL 

MODE_TRANSITION Write NDOF to OPR_MODE 

MODE_VERIFY Setup to READ_STATUS 

READ_STATUS Read 10 Bytes starting at CALIB_STAT 

READ_STATUS2 Wait until DATA_SELECT is 0xFF 

MODE_VERIFY2 Wait until OP_MODE is NDOF 



VERIFY_CALIBRATION Wait until everything calibrated – Rotate Robot – Switch back to CONFIG mode 
by writing CONFIG to OPR_MODE 

GET_CAL_DATA Read 22 Bytes starting at ACCEL_OFFSET_X_LSB 

WRITE_CAL_DATA Write Calibration Data to BoschCal.dat 

CALIBRATION_DONE Write NDOF to OPR_MODE 

OPERATIONAL Read 20 Bytes at EULER_H_LSB 

RUNNING In running mode 


